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Esthwaite Lodge is a beautifully situated mansion one mile south of the village of Hawkshead, with views over long
sweeping lawns and fields towards Esthwaite Water. The house is an amalgamation of a traditional Lakeland
farmhouse, once called the New House, and a later Regency extension.
The first recorded owner was James Beck of Burton-in-Westmorland in the 1780s and 1790s. By this time the
farmhouse was known as the Grove. When James died in 1812
it was inherited by his eldest son Thomas (born 1795). In
1819 he added the Regency-style extension creating the
external structure that remains today, except for the
conservatory. The renaming of the house Esthwaite Lodge
possibly dates from this development. Thomas also altered the
gardens, landscaping them into easy gradients crossed with
wide cinder paths. This enabled him to enjoy the magnificent
location of his home despite a spinal complaint, which left him
partially crippled. Thomas devoted his time to writing and
publishing. On his death in 1866 his younger brother William
inherited Esthwaite Lodge (including a library of 2000 books).
By the start of the 20th century the house had passed to Mr Brocklebank, a Liverpool shipping magnate connected
with the Cunard Shipping Line. He did not live here for long, however, and by 1904 had relocated to Grizedale
Hall. He remained as landlord of the property for the next thirty years; from 1902 to
1904 it was rented by a Mr Dean, and from 1929 to 1932 by the famous poet and
novelist Francis Brett Young who, while visiting Hugh Walpole nearby, confided that
the only place he wished to live was within five miles of Hawkshead. The discovery of an
empty Esthwaite Lodge was great good fortune.
Above right: Esthwaite Lodge and Water, surrounded by autumnal colours (author’s collection);
left: this plaque to Francis Brett Young’s memory was unveiled at Esthwaite Lodge in 1984
(author’s photograph, September 2017)

In 1936 the Forestry Commission bought Esthwaite Lodge and the surrounding estate, but the house remained
unoccupied for some time until the International Voluntary Service for Peace (IVSP) was housed here. By 1942 it
land girls working for the Forestry Commission in Grizedale Forest were billeted here.
In 1942 the house, its outbuildings and seven acres of grounds were bought freehold for £2,500 by the Youth
Hostels Association, though there was a clear conflict of interest, as land girls had been in occupation for some time
and their forestry work was essential to the war effort. YHA wanted the old arrangement terminated by 3rd July,
with the hostel to come into use as soon as possible afterwards. The new hostel was acquired too late for inclusion in
the 1942 handbook, admittedly a sketchy war-issue, and there was scant attention paid to the new acquisition in
other sources. By the end of September 1942 there had been just 24 YHA overnights and when the year’s financial
account was published on 19th November, only 42, all likely for working party sorties. YHA London Region News of
September 1942 described the acquisition as Lakeland Region’s first mansion-type hostel, rather overlooking the
established High Cross Castle. It couldn’t be sure about (the presumably fully completed) opening dates:
The Lodge may be opened to members before next Easter, but whenever it does open, hostellers are warned that
it will be operated along rather unusual lines.
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Typical of government support for the YHA over many years was the Grant Aid offered for conversion to a youth
hostel to Ministry of Education standards, even at this time of national emergency. The property was vested in the
YHA Trust on 7th May 1943. The Women’s Land Army usage agreement continued until 31st March 1943,
though YHA still had to share the hostel for the rest of that year and it only became fully available to members from
Easter 1944. Beds were provided for 30 men and 30 women at first. Early wardens were Mr and Mrs Swale, and from
1947, Mr and Mrs Waring. Bed capacity grew to 78 in 1950, and stayed at that figure until 1990.
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1: this appealing postcard of Esthwaite Lodge hostel was published by the Lakeland Regional Group. The view is
from the east and displays well the Lodge’s most prominent external features – the portico on the north-east side
and the verandah on the south-east. The conservatory was an attractive feature that has since been removed;
2: one of the useful map postcards published by Lakeland Region in the early post-war period (all YHA Archive)

Teacher Mary Jephcott was a regular visitor to Lakeland hostels with parties of girls in the 1940s. She treated these
tough years of the YHA with tongue-in-cheek grit and humour, and was not so complimentary after a visit in 1944:
Posh Country House. Clean and military. D immediately incurred wrath by leaning over counter and looking at
mail (some of it was ours). S and L (smallest in party) given very tall window to clean next am.

The memories of that trip did not deter a second visit four years later, when Mary and her charges seemed cheerful
enough:

Mary (left) and her party from Birmingham in front of the portico entrance in 1948. The large window is pure Regency,
while the smaller examples to the right indicate the original Lakeland farmhouse – photograph courtesy M Jephcott;

In its Youth Hosteller magazine YHA regularly ran an article, Hostel Close-Up, and in April 1959 it was the turn of
Esthwaite Lodge. The attractiveness of the youth hostel was highlighted in this paragraph:
Its windows overlook scenes of sylvan beauty. Inside, one of the show-pieces is the fine cupola over the curving
staircase. The large common room and dining room are both graced by large canvases, presented by Lakeland
artist Delmar Banner. The battered piano in the common room was a gift from Beatrix Potter to the Land Girls
billeted here during the war.

The two paintings remain on display in the house, though the battered piano has long gone.
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Four photographs of Esthwaite Lodge in May 1963, discovered recently in Archive treasures at Langdale hostel (YHA Archive).
1: the Regency hallway. Duncan Simpson remembers that for years, impressive hostel entrances like this were closed to
members – ‘The front door was kept closed and members came into the hostel through the back door, a very common practice
in Lakes hostels, whether it was to remind members they were there on sufferance and not entitled to enter through the grand
front entrance or simply out of the practicality of keeping hostels clean was never clear. Ambleside, Butharlyp How, Buttermere:
all were like that’; 2: a posed photograph of the attractive glazed bay at the back of the hostel – nowadays the main dining
room; 3: today’s hostel kitchen and wash up were then a lovely Lakeland farm house kitchen; 4: impressive stairwell and cupola

On July 22nd, 1966, HRH Prince Philip came to open officially the first field study centre, a single-storey building,
thought to be newly constructed, to the rear of the main house. Little did the Prince know, but only a week before
his visit, a lorry delivering refreshments demolished the front porch. The repair is still visible.

HRH Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, signs a book of commemoration on the opening of the new Field Studies Centre at
Hawkshead hostel, July 1966. Eric Booth, the warden (with moustache) looks on. To his right is Tommy Thompson, and to his
left Walter Martin, regional chief executive and vice chair respectively. The centre was later converted to staff use (YHA Archive)

To the rear of the farmhouse, with its back door entrance and staircase, kitchen, self-catering room and upstairs
dormitories, was the outdoor space in which the new Study Centre was located.
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A Dixon 4-view postcard from the late 1960s. The first panel shows well the old farmhouse to the right of the entrance;
the lounge in the second view (nowadays a second dining room) was equipped with stylish contemporary furniture,
while the third and fourth show the newly completed Field Study Centre (YHA Archive).

Beyond the Study Centre was an enclosed courtyard conglomeration of old, fairly tumbledown, estate workers’
buildings. The YHA Trust’s property book shows that on 28th July 1969 a Bungalow and Outbuildings at Esthwaite
Lodge were purchased by YHA, freehold, for £6,300. The seller is not named. The acquired premises were the old
courtyard buildings, three sides of a narrow open quadrangle, consisting of a timber bungalow (almost adjacent to
the Study Centre, though on raised ground and one floor higher) with various old stables and garage stone buildings
in two wings at right angles to it. Caroline and Duncan Simpson remember that in the 1970s the timber building
(thought to be a gardener’s cottage originally – it boasts still fireplaces and bay window) was configured into staff
accommodation: three bedrooms, a bathroom and living room. At right angles to the left of it were an assistant’s
room and the rough store currently enhanced as the en suite courtyard bedroom number 1. At 90 degrees to the
right of the timber cottage was the long old stone coach-house building, partly open-fronted, and used in the 1970s
for rudimentary stores, sheds and a garage. The 1969 purchase must have allowed recasting and expansion within the
main house, as numbers staying rose very steeply in that year and continued to grow rapidly through the 1970s. Early
in 1978 Hostelling News indicated that improvements within the house had been implemented, including central
heating, showers and – still in the main building – a better members’ kitchen.
At this time the wardens’ quarters were a suite of three rooms above the iron verandah, with views over the extensive
front garden to the lake beyond. Eric and Jean Booth were longstanding wardens for over 30 years at Hawkshead,
steering it through considerable change and growth. Their retirement in 1985 was marked by an acknowledgment in
YHA’s Triangle magazine:
Eric Retires
Eric and Jean Booth retire this month from Hawkshead after nearly 40 years with YHA. They worked at Penrith
from 1947-54, when they moved to Hawkshead. In their time as wardens they have been hosts to over 250,000
visitors and Hawkshead has enjoyed a reputation for its welcome and good food.
Eric, currently Chairman of NAYHW, the wardens’ Trade Union, had until last month also been secretary of
the International Wardens’ Federation. Jean and Eric started with the YHA in 1947, first as assistants and then
wardens of the old Penrith Hostel, before moving to Hawkshead in 1954. Eric is, of course, the retiring
Chairman of the NAYHW and Secretary of the International Wardens’ Association. On their retirement they
are moving from Lakeland to live in Peak Region.

The Booths were replaced by Malcolm and Olga Earnscliffe, who stayed at Hawkshead until 2001. The hostel was
extensively remodelled in 1989-90, to provide an increase of 38 beds, to 116. The courtyard area was developed as
extra members’ accommodation separate from the house, a theme that has continued to flourish at Hawkshead. The
study centre had survived for 24 years; provision for field studies was to be greatly expanded to two modern
classrooms in 1990 within the refurbished coach-house buildings in the courtyard. The original building was thus
vacated and became the focus of new warden’s or manager’s quarters, with the addition of a two-storey extension to
the rear. Caroline and Duncan Simpson were closely involved with Lakeland hostels at the time, and recall:
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A major refurbishment project was undertaken at Esthwaite Lodge, creating two new classrooms, a self-catering
kitchen and additional accommodation for families and groups within the coach-house in the adjacent
courtyard, and transforming the dining area and kitchens within the main house. The coach-house was
renovated to house ten family units. These could be made available separately for single-user rental, as well as for
normal usage. A separate low building adjacent to the courtyard, Elderbeck Cottage, had been a simple a cottage,
but was converted to two small dorms, 9 and 10. Recently this was given over to staff use.
The annual report for 1990-91 proudly announced that the region’s largest PDMP project, at Hawkshead, had
matched its predicted business levels, gaining over 7,000 overnights and 8,000 meals. Members enjoyed using the
new facilities, with the family rooms and courtyard area especially popular.
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The 1990 courtyard developments. 1: view of the closed end of the courtyard from the balcony rail of the family
accommodation area. The far cream-painted building is the timber cottage once used for staff accommodation but now the
spacious self-catering kitchen and dining room. The quadrangle is on much higher ground than the old Field Study Centre,
out of sight; at right angles to the self-catering is the rear of the upper floor of an extensive area of staff accommodation;
2: a closer view of the self-catering cottage. The bay window and two fireplaces within suggest workers’ homely comforts;
3: eight family-sized bedrooms, four on each floor, have been incorporated into this corner of the courtyard;
4: one of the two classroom / meeting room spaces that replaced an old garage (author’s photographs, July 2017)

In turn, over the winter of 1998-99, large dormitories in the main house were subdivided for greater comfort.

Photograph and postcard from about 2000. Note the Francis Brett Young circular plaque (author’s collection)
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Hawkshead hostel’s large capacity and extensive grounds always made it attractive to schools and groups. A new
dimension was added in 2006, when a Do It 4 Real Summer Camp Site was based here for the first time. The idea
has developed considerably since, especially with the National Citizenship Service scheme for young people of 15 to
17 years; up to 150 may now be accommodated at Hawkshead.
Nevertheless, by 2011 YHA was reviewing the number of large hostels in its network, and considering a reduction in
its stock. Salisbury, Arundel and Newcastle were disposed of, Osmotherley and Totland passed to the Enterprise
scheme and Derwentwater to private hostel ownership. Also on the list were Helvellyn and Hawkshead, but these
were put on hold by the Executive and have survived in full. Indeed, Hawkshead has benefited greatly from
expansion and new investment. YHA’s Council Bulletin of 6th July 2012 announced:
From 1st July YHA is conducting a trail of pods at YHA Hawkshead to help us understand the value of this type
of accommodation. Pods are a form of camping, only indoors to protect guests from the elements with light,
heating and carpeting provided.
The pilot at Hawkshead will see the introduction of two three-person pods and two five-person pods (eight pods
were provided in 2013), 17 camping pitches and a new shower/toilet block, with a separate wash up facility
within the extensive grounds of the youth hostel. The area will be landscaped to provide an attractive area for
barbeques. We’ve been offering pods at YHA Grinton for the past 12 months. Camping pods at Hawkshead or
Grinton are bookable online or via the contact centre.
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1&2: 2012 expansion: eight camping pods, a larger 5-person cabin and two tipis are provided on this attractive landscaped
area to the north of the hostel buildings. Special provision for showers and toilets is available nearby;
3: 2017 expansion: a new Bell Tent village has been provided on the front lawn, overlooking Esthwaite Water. Ten tents can
each sleep four or five, and enjoy separate shower/WC facilities. They are available from Easter to the end of September
(author’s photographs, May and August 2017
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Hostel managers in the 21st century have been Brian and Claire Ward, Melanie Corby and, from 2017, Sue
Edwards. Melanie and Sue have overseen an astonishing growth in business, with guest numbers doubling within the
decade, and up to seven times greater than when Mary Jephcott and her students stayed in 1944. As 2017 came to a
close, Hawkshead was to benefit from a major refurbishment of the guest facilities.

Hostel ephemera: cloth badge from the 1980s, membership card stamps of 1948 and 1969, and original artist’s design work
on card (as safeguarded at Langdale hostel) for the one-inch hostel pin badge, available from the 1950s to the 1980s
(YHA Archive)

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1942-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb
*: 17 month period; +: notional figure included for exclusive hire and/or camping
1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

…

…

24

835

4583

6131

5546

6151

6847

7462

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

6883

5775

6360

6029

5213

5154

5656

6399

6118

7109

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

6954

7286

7698

6981

7852

7866

7483

9435

9546

11187

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

11919

11805

12483

13545

13887

15037

12697

12627

12144

12396

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

12967

11639

991

11002

9529

10802

9581

10819

12203

12803

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

10166

17245

19766*

17049

16759

16213

17536

17129

17043

16922

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

15559

8434

14488

15263

17149

14890

16060

15557

14564

14386

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

14775

16008

17737

17225

21644+

25747+

28277+

29472+

27758+

26421+

John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive
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